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 OTOMI TONES

 H. Russell Bernard

 Washington State University

 In 1948 Donald Sinclair and Kenneth Pike wrote that their investigations
 of Mezquital Otomi'had led them to the conclusion that tone is phonemic.
 (Tonemes of Mesquital Otomi, IJAL 14.91-8).

 Mentioning that a few of the early linguists in the area had been led
 to about the same conclusion (that 'highness' or'lowness' could distinguish
 words otherwise alike),they went on th show that tone is not simply an occurrence
 of phonemic stress as in Spanish.

 It is the purpose of this paper to investigate Sinclair and Pike's
 demonstration and to submit their findings to a new analysis.

 Sinclair and Pike stated that there are three tones in Otomt: high / /,
 low / '/ , and rising / '/ . They rightly consider that high tone is not
 necessarily coterminous with stress. It is my objective to show that their
 analysis may be simplified by consideration of the following two points: (1)
 rising tone is not phonemic but is a predictable function of length and conforms
 to other tone patterns in the language; and (2) tone marking is uneconomical
 under their analysis.

 In an article in the Anales of the INAH of Mexico, 1963, and in personal
 communication, Leon reiterates her suggestion for the consideration of rising
 tone in Otomi as a function of geminates. She and Swadesh (Leon and Swadesh,
 Two Views of Otomi Prosody, IJAL 15. 100-5, 1949) have also disagreed with
 Pike and Sinclair's analysis, concerning themselves as we do here with the
 consequences for the economy of marking tones which a consideration of
 geminates affords. They did not, however, formulate any set of ordered
 rules for the marking of Otomi tones though they considered tones a predictable
 function of stress. This paper clarifies such a notion and goes beyond it,
 demonstrating the rule that only a single syllable in any non-monosyllt:ble need
 by marked as plus high (+V).

 Finally, considering a recent theoretical discussion by McCawley (Jam-,es
 McCawley, What is a Tone Language?, Paper presented at Summer Meetings
 of LSA, Indiana University, August 1, 1964), the economical reduction of tone
 marking in the following analysis will force us to relinquish the notion that
 Otomi is a tone language at all. For as we will show, tone marking is predictable
 after initial determination of a non-predictable marked syllable and tones are
 not independent and non-predictable attributes of individual vowels.

 In stating reasons for their classifying Otomiras a tone language,
 Sinclair and Pike say: "A second hindrance to the recognition of tones in
 Otomio is that the rising tone may be erroneously interpreted as length of vowels.

 15
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 16 Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 8, No. 9

 This results from the fact that in general the ascending toneme occupies a
 little more time than the other tonemes. This being the case, an investigator
 may attempt to write the non-phonemic duration in place of the rising of the
 voice. That it is the rising of the voice which is phonemic is evidenced by the
 fact that the syllables which rise can be pronounced as rapidly as the rest,
 although generally they are a little slower. This instability in length argues
 against duration as the phonemic feature [emphasis mine: HRB]. When the
 rising syllables are pronounced rapidly one has to listen very carefully to
 detect the rising glide, for with the rapidity the duration is lost, and the sound
 approximates more to that of the high syllables" (Sinclair and Pike, 96).

 I would argue that the rising tone is exactly a function of length, and
 that there is no argument, in terms of instability of length, to suggest other-
 wise. It is noticed in Otomrthat there are diphthongs. They are: /ei, ui, aei,
 ii, oi, Oi/. Inspection has shown that in every case of diphthongs, a rising
 intonation is to be observed phonetically. Along with Sinclair and Pike, we could
 attribute this to the fact that these are cases of low tone vowels immediately
 followed by high tone vowels. Sinclair and Pike, in fact, mark these syllables
 in that manner, i.e. /1//

 It is my opinion that these diphthongs are only a fraction of the cluste'rs
 which occur in Otomi and that the others are nine geminates: / ii, i, uu, ee,
 uA, oo,aeae, aa, oo/ . Thus it could be said that in all vowel clusters, phonetic
 tone is predictable: it is rising. Furthermore, no matter how hard an untrained
 observer may have to strain to hear this phenomenon, it is still there in single
 words and slow speech. The very fact that risingness is lost is ample argument
 to doubt that it is the risingness itself which is phonemic. Also, in diphthong
 clusters no matter how fast the speech becomes, there is a distinct risingness
 to the second vowel, although in very rapid speech it may often seem that both
 vowels in a cluster are high. When this happens, it is the length of the syllabic
 'Which forms the significant distinctive feature.

 In terms of symmetry, an analysis considering all rising tone a function
 of length (or more precisely, clustering) allows us to eliminate one asymmetrical
 aspect of Sinclair and Pike's analysis. With their terms there would be two types
 of long syllabics: (1) diphthongs with the vowels having low and high tone in
 that order; and (2) long vowels analyzed as having a separate phonemic tone
 with length being a concommitant of the tone. In my analysis, all long syllabics
 are treated as clusters, and all have a predictable rising tone, as mentioned
 above.

 Another simplification utilizes a distinctive feature argument. Note
 that if we eliminate the rising tone, we are left with only two contrasting levels
 of tone. This, too, is more symmetrical than Sinclair and Pike's analysis.
 rhat they are concerned with symmetry of this nature, is evident when they
 state: "Finally, difficulty is found in recognizing a tone system which is not
 symmetrical. Up to the present, having high, low, and rising tonemes, de-
 scending syllables are lacking" (Sinclair and Pike, 96) and "there is still the
 possibility of finding a toneme which descends in degree comparable to the rise
 of the rising toneme" (Sinclair and Pike, 92). It seems to me that there is
 little need for concern over this apparent asymmetrical aspect of Otomt 'tonolc'gy'
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 Otomi Tones 17

 and I suggest that the problem be considered at least partially solved by the
 elimination of the rising toneme altogether. By doing this, two distinctive
 features of the tone component, i.e. + or - high, would suffice to segregate
 all occurrences of high from all occurrences of low. With three phonemic tones,
 it is obvious that this simple binary contrast would be lost.

 Sinclair and Pike do list one minimal pair of diphthongs with contrast
 between both vowels high in one and the low-high sequence yielding the rising
 intonation in the other. The particular case is / "biC/ to be and / ?br// to be
 or to live. It seems clear that the meanings of the two words are much alike.
 They may have been taken from a corpus of rapidly spoken material in which
 the rising tone was blurred into the seeming two-high tone. Even if this were
 not the case, my own evidence shows that in isolation these two words are
 pronounced exactly alike; indeed, they are one and same morpheme.

 As a final aspect of the problem of the rising tone, let me reiterate
 one point for emphasis. Even if length should prove to be completely unstable,
 and even if diphthongs appear to be single high tone syllables in rapid speech,
 the fact remains that native speakers, no matter how hard they were pressed,
 could not shorten any monosyllables marked by a phonetic rising tone when
 these were repeated in isolation.

 Otom' is indeed a tone language. Tone is phonemic but there are only
 two tones, not three. These tones are high and low. The combination low-high
 is automatic in clusters.

 We -Liay proceed now to the second point of the argument, that of tone
 marking in Otomt. I suggest that using Sinclair and Pike's analysis, tones are
 overmarked. In describing the tone combinations of Otomt', they say: "The
 different tonemes follow each other freely in adjacent syllables. Ignoring
 word barriers, all possible sequence combinations in two syllables (V ,
 "', "'") are seen in the following two sentences: r ddh6 drcr'h dy
 g& zhbl the water which we drink is from a pool. rA z.b" 2t b'x). ybh" the pool
 is very distant" (Sinclair and Pike, 93).

 If morpheme boundaries ('word barriers') are not ignored and are
 investigated for their effect on the tone pattern, the systematic phonemric
 represenatation of Otomi'tones becomes almost magically simplified. Otomi'
 verbs are, with certain predictable morphophonemic changes, constailt as
 roots and are preceded by what we may call person-time markers. These
 indicate person,number and tense in a single morpheme. Plural person is
 marked by certain minor morphemes which follow the verb root. Sinclair and
 Pike treated these as prefixes and suffixes:

 "These prefixes to the verb are either high or low, by this means
 distinguishing various tenses and aspects. The principal contrasts are illus-
 trated in the following chart:

 present preterite future
 ist pers d- da- g-
 2nd pers. gr- ga- gt
 3rd pers. -- bt- d-
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 present preterite future
 3rd pers. more or
 less distant (?) bt
 3rd pers. (meaning ?) dt
 3rd pers. with neg-
 ative particle gt

 "Note the following minimally contrastive pairs formed with these

 ?refixe s: di I eat; dnrtq "n he eats; ginl nih you eat; g6iq 'n you will eat; dn~q 'nn I ate; dAntn( he will eat; gani ni you ate; gL'nin I willeat;
 bq 'nt he ate; btq'n he eats (at a distance) " (Sinclair and Pike, 94).

 First we notice for the first person future, their chart indicates / g/
 and in their examples they have / g3t4- n'/ I will eat. Since they are consistent
 everywhere else, and since my own data show the first person future marker to
 be of low tone (i.e. / gc/ ), I will consider that the high tone / g/ in their
 chart for the first person future is a misprint and not their error. However,
 there is no good reason to consider these markers as prefixes. There is, on
 the other hand, a good reason for either writing them as separate words or in
 some other way indicating morpheme boundary after them. If this were done,
 there would be no instance in Sinclair and Pike's examples in which a high tone
 syllable is followed by a low tone syllable in the same morpheme. I found no
 example of this occurring with verbs in my entire corpus of data. Some com-
 pound nouns of three and four syllables show this pattern, but these are rare
 and in all such cases morpheme boundaries are evidently responsible. We are
 tempted to say that morpheme boundaries are distorting the tone pattern, but
 'distort' is not the proper word. As in the case of the person-time markers,
 morpheme boundaries preserve the tones of the individual morphemes in such
 compounds.

 Inspection of Sinclair and Pike's few examples given above will show
 that single syllable morphemes can have either high or low tone which must
 be marked, while all non-monosyllables show a distinct pattern: they end in
 either high or rising tone. Using the analysis of the rising tone suggested
 earlier in this section, it may be said simply that all non-monosyllables end
 in high tone. For example, / d'c%'hg/ we drink (see above) is an example of
 plural person marked by a minor morpheme following the verb root. While
 Sinclair and Pike write this as attached to the verb and as rising tone / h/ I
 would write this / hee/ .

 To recapitulate, polysyllabic words end in high. The following lexical
 rules show where tone must be marked in its non-predictable environments:

 Word --+ #CV#

 #cV#

 #cV VV .....
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 Otomi Tones 19

 #CV ....
 In other words, either high or low can occur initially. If initial is high,

 then all subsequent syllables in a word will be either high or cluster and only
 high or cluster can follow high or cluster. Since clusters are predictable in
 their tone, if the first syllable is high we need only mark it. If the first syllable
 is low it may be followed by high, low, or cluster (except where the second
 syllable is morpheme final, in which case it must be high according to the
 previous rule; all non-monosyllables end in high tone). If the second syllable
 is low, it may be followed by high, low or cluster, and so on. It is obvious
 that only the first high, if it is not final, and if it doesn't occur in a cluster, must
 be marked. Thus, these lexical rules may be compacted to read:

 Put high tone / I/ on the marked syllable.
 With this one lexical rule, we can then state a series of three rules

 which, when applied in the correct order, give us all the phonetic tones in
 Otom

 (1) Put high tone / / on the second vowel of a cluster.
 (2) Put high tone / / on all non-cluster syllables if:

 (a) they follow high
 (b) they are final and preceeded by non-null.

 (3) Put low tone elsewhere.
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